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RONALD, DONALD AND THE 
ABANDONMENT OF “IN GOD WE TRUST” 

HOW DID REAGAN END THE “EVIL EMPIRE” AND TRUMP LOSE TO RED CHINA? 

 

 

©  PAUL-WARREN DINGER, FOUNDING EDITOR OF THE BOSTON REVIEW OF THE ARTS 

 

Donald Trump was superman for 48 months, doing things believed impossible in so short a 

time. And not only did he perform miracles at warp speed, he did it while being viciously 

attacked by a giant swarm of malevolent adult children, a.k.a., the Media. (“Media” is plural for 

“Medium.”) 
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Trump’s political achievements in less than 1500 days were greater than President Ronald Reagan’s eight-year 

record. So, the big question hovering over America today like the Sword of Damocles is how Reagan performed the 

miracle of defeating the Soviets and ending the Cold War and why Trump lost to Red China leaving America with a 

Chinese ventriloquist dummy as his successor. For those with eyes to see, President Biden is a mouthpiece for the 

Chinese Communist Party.  

 

The thing that produced the astonishing Reagan victory and the Trump defeat is spiritual power. Reagan operated 

under the supernatural potency of the creator invoked four times from start to finish in the Declaration of Independence. 

Trump, by contrast, functioned under his impressive, but limited, earthly abilities. Whatever Trump’s actual faith in God 

has been, it is cloaked under his portrayal as a semi-divine savior descending from on high (down the escalator from 

Trump Tower) to redeem God’s country. 

 

Reagan’s astonishing political power and record inspired Trump’s presidential ambition while he was in his late thirties. 

The Donald planned to model his presidency after the Ronald’s and attract Reagan’s voters who gave The Gipper two 

landslide elections. After the Soviets and the Cold War collapsed at the end of Reagan’s administration, Reagan 

became the presidential superstar and suddenly presidential candidates knew which way the wind was blowing. Bill 

Clinton, like Jimmy Carter, portrayed himself as a standard issue Southern Baptist. He carried a big Bible around for 

photographers (like no other president) giving the impression he was a Bible man. George w. Bush went farther than 

Carter or Clinton, announcing he was a “born again” believer whom Billy Graham had brought to Christ. Newsweek 

called him “the Son of God.’ 

 

Closet Democrat John McCain was the first Republican candidate to claim the Reagan brand and then pathetically 

lost to the most anti-America, anti-Christian president in history, Barack Hussein Obama. Even Mormon Mitt Romney 

nonsensically insisted he was the political son of Reagan and he too lost to, perhaps, the easiest-to-beat president, 

America-despising Obama. Trump became the final, ultimate Reagan impersonator while pretending to be an 

evangelical Bible-believer. Many understood Trump’s goal was to make Trump great again and along with that he had 

the ability to save America from the Democrats and their fake news liars. He seemed to present himself like a 

Hollywood Captain America superhero. 

 

WASHINGTON, LINCOLN AND REAGAN, THE GREAT PRESIDENT TRIO 

 

 

However, from a historical perspective, Reagan was in a spiritual lineage with America’s two greatest presidents, 

Washington and Lincoln. (1) Washington won the American Revolution in the 18th century, and was eulogized as “the 

American Moses.” (2) Lincoln won the Democrat war against the United States (a.k.a., the “Civil War”) and preserved 

“one nation under God” in the 19th century. (3) Reagan defeated the Soviets and ended the greatest threat to America 

in the 20th century – the Cold War. What all three have in common is that their mothers taught them to respect God and 

the Bible, beliefs they brought with them into the wars they fought. They were the authentic Biible-believing presidents. 
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Reagan grew up poor in the biblical heartland in a fundamentalist church. He was a teenage Sunday school teacher 

during the 1925 anti-Christian Scopes trial that character-assassinated America’s fundamental beliefs about America 

and the Bible. When Reagan graduated from high school, many in his church expected him to become a minister. In 

contrast, Trump was raised in the New York heart of liberalism, atheism, luxury and modernist Bible-phobia. Reagan 

embodied the historic American Bible beliefs and patriotism that had climaxed when he was a boy in the 1920s. 

Trump was America’s most famous rich guy and a beloved media celebrity for most of his adult life. Only when he 

donned the personality of Reaganism did the media turn on him and start the most vicious slander campaign against a 

president since Lincoln, the first Republican president.  

 

The Media’s boiling hatred was never against Lincoln, Reagan or Trump personally. Rather, their rage was against 

what these three represented – America, Christianity, the Bible and patriotism. From 1800, when Thomas Jefferson 

founded America’s first and oldest political party – the slavery protection party – Democrat leaders secretly coalesced 

around an intense loathing of America as founded in the American Revolution and against American Bible believers. 

 

Trump’s evangelicalism was flimsy, best symbolized when he held up a Bible as he walked towards a church. Sadly, 

even Jimmy Carter and Bill Clinton did a much better “evangelical” than The Donald. In the final analysis, 

conservatism’s Captain America was impotent against the occult power of the anti-Christian Democrats. Reagan’s 

signal achievement – defeating the “evil empire” and ending the cold war – was empowered by the Supernatural 

Creator of America. Trumpsters will howl that Trump didn’t lose – he was cheated!!! But the plain fact of politics is 

Trump lost – and Trump-aholics refuse to acknowledge that Republicanism has become a wimpy congregation of 

losers without the divine spiritual power that produces victory. 

 

“IN GOD WE TRUST” BENCHED FOR “IN TRUMP WE TRUST” 

Can America survive without the supernatural power of God? 

 

Ann Coulter’s In Trump We Trust” was a virtual mind reading of what Reagan conservatism had become – spiritually – 

Dead -Man-Walking. The national motto that expressed the historic American belief that God created, empowered 

and propelled America into history’s great nation was AWOL. The Creator’s supernatural power was first invoked in 

the Declaration of Independence and God was trusted, respected and prayed to by Christians throughout American 

history until today. “In God We Trust,” circa 2021, sits on the dollar bill like an Egyptian mummy – present but absent. 

 

And what about that weird train of “coincidences?” (1) first, Americans are terrorized and “locked down” (a prison term). 

(2) then Trump’s presidency is assassinated. (3) then conservatism’s prophet, Rush Limbaugh dies and (4) finally, 

Conservatism becomes like a fish out of water, flopping around pitifully spluttering about “conservative principles.” Will 

the Conservative Superhero rise from the political dead and save America in 2024? Or will godless America fall over 

like the Soviets?  
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In the meantime, here’s China’s ventriloquist dummy blindly doing what the Soviets were unable to do – taking America 

apart piece by piece. Foreign leaders and journalists know the election was stolen but the Democrat mediums keep 

this surrealistic magic trick afloat with a 24-7 dispensation of hot air. Only The Gullibles think the election was kosher. 

 

How long can the News Fakers keep this hoax going, insisting that the majority opinion of the world – the election was 

stolen – is a paranoid “conspiracy theory?” Put in its larger historical context, the 2020 election was “rigged,” an art and 

science that Marxists have perfected in country after country. And always, after they “win” a rigged election, there is a 

“lockdown” and the “gagging” of dissent. So why is this massive example of Hitler’s Big Lie theory succeeding so well 

and for so long? Maybe the truth is – like in the Super Bowl – one team is just better than the other team - spiritually. The 

Democrat Party has always operated with the dark supernatural power of deception. The Republican Party, begun as 

the political arm of evangelicalism, was successful only when it was filled with God’s supernatural dynamic. Without 

God’s cosmic authority, flaccid Republican Conservatism is like The Night of the Living Dead. 

 

CONSERVATIVE MOVEMENT BEGAN WITH A BIBLE RESPECTING PRESIDENT 

 

Let’s go back to those thrilling days of yesteryear when the conservative movement started. Ronald Reagan’s 

presidential campaign and 1980 landslide victory was organized by a Jerry Falwell coalition of evangelical leaders. 

Reagan’s election landslide was fueled by the so-called “Religious Right” – i.e., normal Americans. Although the media 

portrays this moral majority as a marginal collection of knuckle-dragging morons, the fact is evangelicals are the largest 

bloc of the electorate and the core of the Republican Party. That’s why the first thing both George W. Bush and Al Gore 

did in announcing their 2000 presidential candidacies was to declare themselves “Born Again” Christians. 

 

A little background is helpful. The large congregation of Bible-respecting Americans had materialized during the 1976 

bicentennial. The Democrat Mediums craftily deceived this massive voting bloc by declaring Jimmy Carter was far too 

evangelical   for the presidency. Democrat leaders knew that that was exactly what voters were looking for. The 

Republican Convention foolishly rejected Reagan for Gerald Ford who predictably lost to the pseudo-evangelical 

Carter. By the last year of his presidency, Carter had revealed himself not just as phony as a wax banana, but as a 

menace to America. One of his signature achievements was to help evict America’s Mid- East ally, the Shah of Iran 

and resurrect the Iranian Mullahs.  
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The Mullahs showed they understood the stark difference between Carter and Reagan by releasing the hostages they 

had held for so long – humiliating Carter and America – on the day Reagan took office. Reagan turned out to be 

everything Carter wasn’t – an authentic Bible-believing, God-fearing leader. So, the media had to immediately slip into 

their traditional sniper outfit and slander Reagan as a washed-up B-movie actor, the only divorced president and a 

dangerous old fool playing Saturday night cowboy with nuclear weapons.  

 

REAGAN CAUSED A DEMOCRAT NERVOUS BREAKDOWN 

 

Reagan’s 1980 election turned America so far to the right after a half century of FDR Socialism that Democrat leaders 

had a nervous breakdown. Their Op Ed pages were drenched in tears and lamentation. They just couldn’t find enough 

bad things to say about Reagan. He was everything they despised – an authentic anti-Commie and evangelical patriot. 

Reagan was a product of fly over country in the 1920s when most Americans agreed with that booklet series, “The 

Fundamentals” of the Bible.  

 

Reagan had learned about Bible prophecies that referred to America and Russia in his boyhood fundamentalist 

church. Reagan was the most Bible-prophecy-aware president in US history. Along with most Americans before the 

21st century, he believed the national motto, “In God We Trust.” Reagan trusted God and God rewarded him.  

 

REAGAN ENDED THE COLD WAR? 

“You know what caused the downfall of the Soviet Union? You know what did it?! That damned 

speech about the evil empire! That’s what did it.” 

- an ex-Soviet senior general after the Soviet fall at a  

dinner among former Soviet and US arms negotiators 

 

“It was the worst presidential speech in American history, and I’ve read them all.” 

- renowned American historian Henry Steele Commager 

commenting on Reagan’s famous “Evil Empire” speech 

The two quotes1 above represent the opposing verdicts on President Reagan’s towering achievement – ending the 

Soviet Union and the Cold War that menaced America for half the 20th century.  As we will see, the Democrat 

Mediums deny Reagan’s monumental victory.  On the other hand, many former Soviet officials credited Reagan for 

bringing down the “evil empire.” Commager’s statement summarizes the Media-Education Complex’ (MEC) contempt 

for Reagan and their view of him as an incompetent, dangerous old fool.  By contrast, former Soviet authorities couldn’t 

understand why the American Media were so out of touch with reality and why they attacked Reagan so viciously. 

 

From the humiliation of Senator Joseph McCarthy in the late 1950s to the 1990 collapse of the Soviet Union, the 

mainstream media behaved as a secret mind control agent of the Soviets. most of the Mediums maintained that the 

Soviets were militarily, intellectually and morally superior to America. especially, they were contemptuous of those 

Bible believing patriotic morons who actually believed “the myth” that America is History’s Great Nation.  The Mediums 

 
1 These and the following quotes are from chapter sixteen of a book every Conservative should read. Paul Kengor’s God and Ronald Reagan: A 

Spiritual Life reveals the inner Reagan the Mediums have hidden. Kengor explains the God-infused character of Reagan. 
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practiced a stealth form of terrorism, frightening America into believing the Soviets were a mightier power that could, 

whenever they wanted, turn America into Hiroshima.  The Media tried to do to Reagan what they did to Goldwater in 

the 1964 presidential campaign – character-assassinate him as a dangerous extremist with an itchy finger on the 

nuclear button. 

 

But when the USSR keeled over, the Mediums turned on a dime, pretending they hadn’t been secret Soviet agents for 

the last half-century and scoffed – Reagan’s just lucky.  Suddenly, the Media reversed their decades-long fear-

mongering. “C’mon,” they said, “the Soviets were never dangerous. no – they were a creaky old machine ready to 

collapse.” Prior to this, the Media had Americans in high anxiety over Russian Communists. but when Reagan gave 

his 1983 speech calling their secret crush, the Soviet Union, an “Evil Empire” - merely announcing what ordinary 

Americans already knew – he touched the third rail of Democrat furor.  The New York Times denounced the speech as 

“dangerous,” “outrageous,” simple-minded and “primitive.”  The left’s Bible, the New Republic suggested Reagan was 

a violent delusional fundamentalist “contemplating holy war.” Reagan’s speech terrified the Mainstream Mediums – he 

was inviting “Armageddon” with all this evil Bible-thumper talk!  

 

FAMOUS DEMOCRAT LEADER AGREES WITH THE SOVIETS – REAGAN IS “EVIL” 

A year after the Evil Empire speech, House Speaker Tip O’Neill repeated a Soviet talking point when he declared from 

the podium at the 1984 Democrat National Convention, “The evil is in the White House at the present time.” Many 

conservatives and even Soviets have noted how the epithets hurled at Reagan seemed like a rhetorical tag team 

between the American Media and the Soviets. The question became – are the American Mediums cribbing ideas and 

insults from the Soviets or vice versa. Both American pundits and the Soviets agreed that Reagan was “Hitler.” The 

Soviets called Reagan “a religious fanatic” and American columnist Richard Cohen compared Reagan to his “religious 

bigot” grandmother. 

 

The Soviet TASS borrowed a card from the American Media redefining Reagan’s position against the Soviets from 

“delusional fundamentalism” to “McCarthyism.” Decades earlier, America’s New Deal Media launched a Giant Lie in 

the latter years of Republican Senator Joseph McCarthy’s revelation of a large Communist conspiracy in America. 

They loudly slandered McCarthy as a monstrous liar, declaring, “There is no Communist conspiracy in the United 

States!! Only paranoid conspiracy nuts believed this idiotic nonsense.” Of course, their “McCarthyism” myth was 

proven utterly false a few years after McCarthy’s death when American campuses were on fire with Marxist revolutions 

and America’s Ivory Tower became the church of Marxism.  

 

1950s Soviet-Worshipper Bernie Sanders, became the leading Democrat presidential candidate in two elections. And 

then finally, in the 2020 presidential election, the Donkey Party took off its mask revealing its true identity as the 

American Communist Party - rigging the election and waging stealth war on the United States. How can the Media 

Conspirators still deny with a straight face that the 60-year American-communist conspiracy is nothing more than 

conservative paranoia and mental illness?” There are three groups chanting “Death to America” today – Islam, global 

Marxists and America’s oldest political party. 
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Reagan’s “Evil Empire” indictment not only insulted the Media’s pen pal, Soviet Communism, as “evil” (in the biblical 

sense of the word). But he did it using what they viewed as truly “evil” – the Bible! For more than a half century the 

Mediums had waged a communist cold war – a.k.a., the Culture War – against the American trust in the Bible as 

ultimate truth. The Mediums were horrified that, after 50 years of ridiculing, denouncing, condemning and insulting Holy 

Writ as the comic book of morons, they had failed at convincing Americans that Communism was a superior salvation 

plan. Worse – here was a president representing “The Stupids”2 using God’s Word to beat their Holy Church of 

Communism upside the head. 

 

FORMER SOVIET OFFICIALS AGREED WITH REAGAN AND MOCKED AMERICA’S MEDIA 

 

The biggest irony in the Soviet fall was how wrong the Media was about the Soviets and how right Reagan was. Who 

says? It was former Soviet officials who scoffed at the American Media condemnations and confirmed Reagan as the 

superior thinker. Let’s not forget that the seed of Reagan’s foreign policy towards the USSR was his Bible prophecy 

beliefs – the stuff that infuriates liberals, turning them into whirling dervishes of rage. Reagan had been on record for at 

least a decade prior to his presidential election identifying the Soviet Union as the fulfillment of Old Testament prophet 

Ezekiel’s “Gog and Magog” evil empire. He announced this belief in a 1971 speech to the California legislature. 

Reagan’s “Evil Empire” speech was based on a famous Bible prophecy that the Evil Empire would spark Armageddon 

by attacking Israel. Reagan’s motive was to prevent the Apocalypse and preserve Israel and America. 

 

Soviet Premier Boris Yeltsin’s foreign minister, Andrei Kozyrev acknowledged in 1991 that the USSR was indeed “an 

evil empire – just as Reagan put it.” Genrikh Trofimenko, a former department director in the Russian Academy of 

Sciences characterized Reagan’s “Evil Empire” description as “too mild” on the basis of “facts now presented to the 

world from Russia itself.” Sergei Tarasenko of the Soviet foreign ministry said the agency didn’t take Reagan’s speech 

seriously enough. “Maybe we knew that we were evil. so, what else is new? Well. . .we are an evil empire. It was not a 

problem with us.” 

 

The ex-Soviet general quoted earlier made his comment at a dinner between US and Soviet arms negotiators after 

the Soviet demise. when the discussion turned to what dropped the Russian bear, the red-faced general stood up and 

pounded the table for attention. “You know what caused the downfall of the Soviet Union?! You know what did it?! That 

damned speech about the evil empire! That’s what did it! It was an evil empire.” As time went on, some analysts 

pointed out that the prophecy basis of Reagan’s comments were what shook up the Russian people. 

 

Moscow police chief, Arkady Murashev acknowledged that the Russian people knew Reagan was correct. “Reagan 

called us the ‘Evil Empire.’ so why did you in the west laugh at him? It’s true!” Most Russians were well aware that their 

ruling class was sickeningly corrupt. But now that the mask was pulled off, Reagan’s “Evil Empire” arraignment of the 

Soviets in the international court of public opinion rang around the world like a church bell at midnight. and it didn’t go 

away. 

 

Reagan’s use of a Bible prophecy idea that associated the arch-atheist empire with evil Gog and Magog sailed across 

the world into the Russian soul like a prophetic guided missile. And the Cold War ended with a whimper, not a big 

bang. This contradicted the Media’s decades-long prediction that Russia was superior and undefeatable and nuclear 

war was inevitable. 

 
2 Comedian Tom Arnold produced a movie about evangelical Republicans, the Religious Right, called, “The Stupids.” Who can imagine anyone making 

a movie about Muslims, Communists or liberals for that matter and calling it “The Stupids?” Tom Arnold’s movie X-rayed the mind of the Democrat Party. 
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TRUMP PRESIDENCY BEGAN ON 500TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE REFORMATION 

 

 It is historically significant that Donald Trump entered the presidency on the 500th anniversary of the Protestant 

Reformation (1517-2017) – because – America is no longer the Reformation Nation. For nearly two centuries, historians 

called America “the Reformation Nation” because it manifested the Bible reading principles of the Reformation more 

than any other nation in history. America became the vanguard of Bible reading – the most Bible-shaped nation of the 

modern age. Many historians have pointed out that without the Bible there would have been no American Revolution. 

But most Americans don’t read the Bible anymore and are unaware of the big lessons that it taught Americans for 

most of American history. One of those lessons is the prophet Hosea’s “a- nation-perishes-for-lack-of-knowledge” – of 

God’s Word. 

 

HOW DID AMERICA GO FROM HISTORY’S GREAT NATION TO A MERELY “EXCEPTIONAL 

NATION” – AND THEN AN “EVIL” NATION? 

Not long after America was anointed as History’s Great Nation with the fall of the USSR, the Millennial generation 

ignored the clear verdict of history. The MEC Magicians taught them to love Communism and regard the United 

States as the “Evil Empire.” They flocked to vote for America-loathing Communist, Bernie Sanders, and was 

fascinated by that great thinker, Alexandria Ocasia Death-to-America Cortez. Equally bizarre, Conservatives were at 

the same time demoting America from what it is, History’s Great Nation, to a merely “exceptional nation.” 

 

WITHOUT GOD, AMERICA WILL COLLAPSE – LIKE THE SOVIETS 

 

America is History’s Supernatural Nation. In around 90,000 days, it went from backwoods colonies to history’s greatest 

superpower and nation. Only the supernatural Creator has the ability to do this. America became the alpha dog of the 

modern world, oddly, because it was the most Bible-reading nation. Historians have chronicled the little-known fact that 

America changed the world from ancient divine right monarchies to modern democratic electoral governance.3  

 

The American Revolution victory immediately shocked the world and inspired the revolutionary era that began with the 

French Revolution – and then all the other European and South American revolutions. To get an idea of America’s 

transcendent world status, even its present enemy, China has become history’s second greatest nation by 

impersonating America. after watching its evil brother, the Soviet Union drop dead, China adopted American 

capitalism, culture and stealing American technology. Lincoln and Reagan called America “the last best hope of the 

world” knowing that hell-on- earth will follow America’s demise. Abandoning God means God abandoning America 

and this is a clear invitation to a global horror show. Fyi – that, too, is a Bible prophecy.  
 

REPRINTS OF THIS PUBLICATION MAY BE OBTAINED FROM  
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P.O. BOX 58043, OKLAHOMA CITY OK 73157  

5 COPIES FOR $5.00; 25 COPIES FOR $15.00 

 

 
3 Expanding Blaze: How the American Revolution Ignited the World, 1775-1848, Jonathan Israel (2017) 


